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Crazy Love
A billionaire, an emerald lake, and a lifetime's worth of happy
endings. Daniel Sullivan has made a fortune developing computer
applications. When his best friend asks him to test a new app that's
going to take the world by storm, he reluctantly agrees. As soon as
the Crazy Love app matches him with Holly Miller he knows the project
is doomed. Holly's career as an artist has taken her to places she
only dreamed about. When tragedy strikes, she returns to Montana to
rebuild her life. Falling for a billionaire who lives beside an
emerald lake was never part of her plans. With a secret life he can't
know about, and a father she wants to forget, Daniel is the last
person she needs in her life. With more at stake than a computer app,
Daniel knows he's found his perfect match. All he has to do is
convince Holly that a little crazy love is all she needs. Discover the
magic of Emerald Lake in Crazy Love, the third book in the Emerald
Lake Billionaires series. All of my series are linked, so if you meet
a character you like, you could find them in another book. Happy
reading! Praise for books in the Emerald Lake Billionaires Series:
“This is the first of Leeanna Morgan's books that I have read and it
kept me spellbound from beginning to end. I have found a new author in
the class of Nora Roberts, which I have always felt cannot be compared
to. Thank you so much.” “The Christmas season made this a heartwarming
and lovely romantic story to read.” “I absolutely loved this book,
just as awesome as the rest of the series!” “Love it, love it, love
it!! Never want it to end x fab story lines and a great easy read.”
Other Contemporary Romances by Leeanna Morgan: Montana Brides: Book 1:
Forever Dreams (Gracie and Trent) Book 2: Forever in Love (Amy and
Nathan) Book 3: Forever After (Nicky and Sam) Book 4: Forever Wishes
(Erin and Jake) Book 5: Forever Santa (A Montana Brides Christmas
Novella) Book 6: Forever Cowboy (Emily and Alex) Book 7: Forever
Together (Kate and Dan) Book 8: Forever and a Day (Sarah and Jordan)
The Bridesmaids Club: Book 1: All of Me (Tess and Logan) Book 2:
Loving You (Annie and Dylan) Book 3: Head Over Heels (Sally and Todd)
Book 4: Sweet on You (Molly and Jacob) Emerald Lake Billionaires: Book
1: Sealed with a Kiss (Rachel and John) Book 2: Playing for Keeps
(Sophie and Ryan) Book 3: Crazy Love (Holly and Daniel) Book 4: One
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And Only (Elizabeth and Blake) The Protectors: Book 1: Safe Haven
(Hayley and Tank) Book 2: Just Breathe: (Kelly and Tanner) Book 3:
Always (Mallory and Grant) Book 4: The Promise (Ashley and Matthew)
Book 5: Coming Home (Mia and Stan) Book 6: The Gift (Hannah and Brett)
Book 7: The Wish (Claire and Jason) Sapphire Bay: Book 1: Falling For
You (Natalie and Gabe) Book 2: Once In A Lifetime (Sam and Caleb) Book
3: A Christmas Wish (Megan and William) Book 4: Before Today (Brooke
and Levi) Book 5: The Sweetest Thing (Cassie and Noah) Book 6: Sweet
Surrender (Willow and Zac) Santa's Secret Helpers: Book 1: Christmas
On Main Street (Emma and Jack) Book 2: Mistletoe Madness (Kylie and
Ben) Book 3: Silver Bells (Bailey and Steven) Book 4: The Santa
Express (Shelley and John) Keywords: Heartwarming, small town romance,
holiday, friendship, family life, series, Montana, relationships,
love, wedding, bride, bridesmaid, family saga, mystery, romantic
suspense, second chances, ranch, billionaire, rich, wealthy,
inspirational.

You Drive Me Crazy
David Martin has proved to be an unusually versatile writer, both of
acclaimed thrillers like Lie to Me and of love stories like The Crying
Heart Tattoo. Now, in Crazy Love, Martin has created remarkable
characters and his richest story yet: a chronicle of passion and
heartbreak. Joseph Long, known locally as Bear, is a farmer ridiculed
by neighbors for his strangeness. Lonely nearly to the point of
madness and so desperate for human touch, he leans against the hands
of the barber giving him a haircut. Katherine Renault is a successful
career woman, wondering why, if she has the perfect job and the
perfect fiancé, does she feel so hollow inside -- even before the
illness, the disfiguring surgery. They should have nothing in common
-- though he has a magical touch with animals, he considers them
property, while she can't tolerate their mistreatment. She's a
sophisticated city dweller who can't abide violence, and he's never
traveled beyond the local town and has blood on his hands. But love is
crazy, and soon they are rescuing the injured of the world just as
they rescue each other. Enduring violence and loss, they live in a
domestic bliss wide and deep enough to dilute most of life's dramas,
until fate tests them again. Funny, erotic, emotionally powerful, yet
surprisingly unsentimental about our relationships with each other and
with animals in our care, Crazy Love will heal broken hearts.

Crazy Love
Government agent and leader of the Special Defense Forces Dylan Hart
is unprepared for the newest operative on his team, Skeeter Bang, a
tempting, street-smart lady assigned to assist him in stealing a topsecret file whose contents could unleash a firestorm. Original.

Erasing Hell
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"All the boys want to go out with Trish, and all the girls want to be
in her gang. She starts a cruel game, pretending to like Dennis, the
geekiest boy in the school. But then she falls for him for real.

Crazy in Love
At 22, Leslie Morgan Steiner seemed to have it all: a Harvard diploma,
a glamorous job at Seventeen magazine, a downtown New York City
apartment. Plus a handsome, funny, street-smart boyfriend who adored
her. But behind her façade of success, this golden girl hid a dark
secret. She'd made a mistake shared by millions: she fell in love with
the wrong person. At first Leslie and Conor seemed as perfect together
as their fairy-tale wedding. Then came the fights she tried to ignore:
he pushed her down the stairs of the house they bought together,
poured coffee grinds over her hair as she dressed for a critical job
interview, choked her during an argument, and threatened her with a
gun. Several times, he came close to making good on his threat to kill
her. With each attack, Leslie lost another piece of herself. Gripping
and utterly compelling, Crazy Love takes you inside the violent,
devastating world of abusive love. Conor said he'd been abused since
he was a young boy, and love and rage danced intimately together in
his psyche. Why didn't Leslie leave? She stayed because she loved him.
Find out for yourself if she had fallen truly in love – or into a
psychological trap. Crazy Love will draw you in -- and never let go.

Crazy Love
Now available! All four of Francis Chan's New York Times bestselling
books in one edition! Experience the life-changing message of Francis
Chan. This new collection contains: Crazy Love: Revised & Updated
Edition! God is Love. Crazy, relentless, all-powerful love. Have you
ever wondered if we're missing it? Forgotten God: Francis Chan offers
a compelling invitation to understand, embrace, and follow the Holy
Spirit's direction in our lives. Erasing Hell: Addressing a variety of
views on hell, the Bible, and the character of God, Francis Chan and
Preston Sprinkle offer an eloquent response to the recent media storm
surrounding questions of eternal destiny. Multiply: One plus one plus
one. Every copy of Multiply is designed to do what Jesus did: make
disciples who make disciples who make disciples…. until the world
knows the truth of Jesus Christ.

Crazy Love
From a bright new voice in African American women's fiction comes a
sexy, scandalous, and scintillating novel set in steamy Atlanta.
Stacie Long thinks she's God's gift to men and she keeps a list of
qualities (phat ride, freak in bed) that she's looking for in an ideal
mate. But behind all her confidence she's got a secret -- one that
even her best friend doesn't know about, one that may just keep her
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forever searching for her perfect man. Tameeka Johnson is a successful
businesswoman who owns one of Atlanta's top wellness shops. But even
with business booming, success in her bedroom is at an all-time low.
Then, when she meets her black prince -- a loving man who promises to
treat her like gold -- her insecurities about her sizeable body may
just keep her from living the dream. Stacie and Tameeka are super
tight, but their friendship is tested by sexy NBA players, baby mama
drama, and temptations like they've never known before. Because if
there's one thing these girls like better than each other, it's men.

Crazy Love
No one writes “good scary fun” (The Washington Post) better than New
York Times bestselling master of psychological suspense Lisa Unger.
With more than 1.7 million books sold in more than thirty countries,
it’s clear why USA TODAY declared that her thrillers “should be on
everyone’s to-read list.” Falling in love can feel like a dream…or a
living nightmare. Darkness has a way of creeping up when Ian is with
Priss. Even when they were kids, playing in the woods of their small
upstate New York town, he could feel it. Still, Priss was his best
friend, his salvation from the bullies who called him “loser” and
“fatboy”…and from his family’s deadly secrets. Now that they’ve both
escaped to New York City, Ian no longer inhabits the tortured shell of
his childhood. He is a talented and successful graphic novelist, and
Priss…Priss is still trouble. The booze, the drugs, the sex—Ian is
growing tired of late nights together trying to keep the past at bay.
Especially now that he’s met sweet, beautiful Megan, whose love makes
him want to change for the better. But Priss doesn’t like change.
Change makes her angry. And when Priss is angry, terrible things begin
to happen…

Stupid Boys
"These 17 stories progress from grim to laugh-out-loud ludicrous
without ever derogating their common subject, love, though they do
depict it as fairly insane."--Booklist.

Living Crazy Love
In this acclaimed early novel New York Times bestselling author Luanne
Rice takes readers on an intensely moving journey through the intimate
terrain of a rapturous marriage in sudden jeopardy–and follows one
woman’s courageous search to find her way when everything, even her
heart, seems lost.… Georgie Symonds didn’t think anything could shake
her perfect marriage. She and Nick were meant for each other, everyone
said so, and their life on the Connecticut shore, among Georgie’s
close-knit family, is picture-perfect. But lately Nick has been
consumed with his job on Wall Street, and Georgie finds herself
plagued with suspicions too awful to contemplate. To distract herself,
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she plunges into her work with the Swift Observatory, examining the
stories of people whose lives have been changed by unexpected tragedy.
But it’s when a handsome stranger arrives on her doorstep that Georgie
learns firsthand that when your dreams are in danger of collapsing,
it’s time to create new ones.…

Practicing Thankfulness
They call her Crazy Anna.Anna Flint won't shake your hand. She
collects tin cans. She cleans her cubicle at work with Lysol several
times a day. But Anna doesn't care that they call her crazy. She's
absolutely satisfied with her life of perfect organization,
cleanliness, and most of all, solitude.Matt Harper likes Anna Flint.
He likes that she's the smartest person he knows and he likes her big
blue eyes. He doesn't even mind her can collection. In fact, he pretty
much likes everything about Anna. As his body and his world are
falling apart, she still manages to make him happy.Matt is the only
person Anna has ever wanted to be close to. But how can she go on a
date with him if the thought of dinner at a restaurant fills her with
terror? How can she ever kiss the man she loves if she can't even
touch him?Maybe it's time to stop being Crazy Anna. If only she could.

Crazy Love
This marriage is strictly business . . . until the temptation gets way
too real. Corbin: I loved my grandma, but I don’t need her money. All
I care about is keeping the house—the only place that’s ever felt like
home. That, and screwing over my dad, who wants to turn the property
into a mall. There’s only one catch: To receive my inheritance, I have
to get married within six months. Me, the guy who’s never dated a girl
for more than six minutes. Now I need to find a woman I can trust. So
when I’m rear-ended by a Prius, I figure it’s a sign that I’m supposed
to meet gorgeous, down-to-earth Teagan Monroe. Teagan: First I lose my
job. Then I come home and find out—in the most graphic way possible .
. . yeah, that way—that my boyfriend is a cheating jerk. And then I
speed off and nearly kill Portland’s sexiest bachelor. Corbin Lane
should be pissed. Instead, he offers me more money than I’ve ever seen
in my life to marry him and live together in a mansion for two years.
No sex. No feelings. Just cash—enough to make all my dreams come true.
Then we go and break all our rules . . . and I realize I’m falling in
love with my fake fiancé. The steamy standalone novels in Stacey
Lynn’s Crazy Love series can be read together or separately: FAKE WIFE
| KNOCKED UP “Crazy hot, with just enough sweetly romantic moments to
make Fake Wife a memorable page-turner. The fake-relationship story is
always a favorite, and Stacey Lynn’s take is fun, emotional, and
seriously hot.”—New York Times bestselling author Lauren Layne “Funloving secondary characters and great chemistry between the leads make
this introduction to Lynn’s Crazy Love series a winning
romance.”—Publishers Weekly “Want a fun steamy read with just the
right amount of drama? Then look no further! Fake Wife pairs
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happenstance romance with undeniable attraction for a sexy read to
intrigue any type of romance reader.”—Nalla Reads “I really could keep
blathering on about Fake Wife. . . . The emotions are there and that
heart-stopping anxiety really hits, but the way it plays out is mature
and realistic. . . . When it came to the characters, I could not get
enough!”—Mammie Babbie “Wow, she has done it again. I love this
beautiful and sexy love story.”—The Book Addict (five stars) And don’t
miss her passionate Fireside series: HIS TO LOVE | HIS TO PROTECT |
HIS TO CHERISH | HIS TO SEDUCE This standalone ebook includes an
excerpt from another Loveswept title.

Crazy Love
A high-flying executive, to all appearances happily married with a
child, goes to extremes of duplicity to hide his homosexuality.

Crazy in Love
Marriage is great, but it’s not forever. It’s until death do us part.
Then come eternal rewards or regrets depending on how we spent our
lives. In his latest book, Francis Chan joins together with his wife
Lisa to address the question many couples wonder at the altar: “How do
I have a healthy marriage?” Setting aside typical topics on marriage,
Francis and Lisa dive into Scripture to understand what it means to
have a relationship that satisfies the deepest parts of our souls. In
the same way Crazy Love changed the way we saw our personal
relationship with God, You and Me Forever: Marriage in Light of
Eternity will radically shift the way we see one of the most important
relationships in our life. Jesus was right. We have it all backwards.
The way to have a great marriage is by not focusing on marriage.
Whether you are single, dating or married, You and Me Forever will
help you discover the adventure that you were made for and learn how
to thrive in it. 100% of the net proceeds from this book will support
various ministries including those that help provide shelter and
rehabilitation for thousands of children and exploited women around
the world. For more information, please visit: youandmeforever.org

Crazy Cupid Love
How could a loving God send people to hell? Will people have a chance
after they die to believe in Jesus and go to heaven? With a humble
respect for God's Word, Francis Chan and Preston Sprinkle address the
deepest questions you have about eternal destiny. They've asked the
same questions. Like you, sometimes they just don't want to believe in
hell. But as they write, "We cannot afford to be wrong on this issue."
This is not a book about who is saying what. It's a book about what
God says. It's not a book about impersonal theological issues. It's a
book about people who God loves. It's not a book about arguments,
doctrine, or being right. It's a book about the character of God.
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Erasing Hell will immerse you in the truth of Scripture as, together
with the authors, you find not only the truth but the courage to live
it out.

Crazy Love
From New York Times Best-Selling author Francis Chan comes fresh
insight into the love of God. Chan’s new thoughts and reflections on
God’s love in Living Crazy Love allows the book to stand alone or be
used as a companion to Crazy Love. This ten-week in-depth study of
God’s character helps readers embrace God’s intense, relentless love
and watch that love transform every aspect of their being. Designed
for individuals or small groups, this study includes weekend retreat
options and tips for small group leaders. However readers choose to
use this book, Francis Chan’s thought-provoking teaching will help
them pursue God as they never have before, digging deep into their
thoughts and beliefs about the love of God and how that love should
impact their lives.After all, the spiritual journey is about so much
more than what Christians have made it to be—and once they truly
encounter God’s love, they will never be the same.

Living Crazy Love
Crazy Loco Love
Eccentric millionaire Melvin Howard wants to find his recentlydeceased wife's lover and hires Albuquerque P.I. Bubba Mabry. When
Bubba finds the lover dead, Bubba's client is the prime suspect--and
Bubba a possible accessory.

You and Me Forever: Marriage in Light of Eternity
There's a special place in hell for a man like me-a man who
shamelessly sleeps with his best friend's little sister, knowing he'll
never be what she needs. A man who takes because the only thing he has
to offer in return is a broken past that's destined to destroy his
future. I was the kid who grew up on the wrong side of the tracks with
shit parents and clothes that had been handed down one too many times.
I stole to feed my sister, fought to protect her, and I'll always be
the guy your parents don't want you to bring home. So yeah, that's me.
Lincoln Bennett. Adley Allen's walk on the wild side. Her dirty little
secret. And I'm okay with that-ninety-nine percent of the time.
Unfortunately today is in that one percent when it doesn't sit well
with me. For some strange reason, I want to be around to celebrate all
of Adley's successes. I want to be here when she gets her first job
and take her out to dinner after her first shift. I want to be the one
she depends on, the person she calls when she has a bad day. Or a
great day. Or any kind of day. I want more than her body. I want her
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heart. But men like me don't get women like her. At least not to keep.

Fake Wife
Crazy in Love
From the editors of the successful anthologies "The Hell With Love"
and "Kiss Off" comes a third collection of poetry celebrating
commitment, passion, and everlasting love. Two-color text.

Crazy Love
I'm the nightmare they never see coming.You, the one reading this
right now. Yes. You. I'm going to warn you this one time. Don't decide
to like me. I'm not a good girl.. I'm manipulative. I play games. I've
done it countless times and I'll do it again. I can promise you
that.With more funding behind me than you can imagine, I can become
anyone. I mess with men's hearts. And when I am done, it is more than
just their money I take, it's their very sense of self. The football
star. The politician. The surgeon. The artist. They all gave over
their love. I hate to tell you how easy it is to make them my own. A
little smile. A batting of my big, beautiful eyes. The most powerful
fall the hardest.Did they take part of my soul with them? Try to get
me to admit it. I dare you to try. I'll never say the words you all
want to hear from me. I'm never sorry. Those stupid boys. I warned
you. Don't. Like. Me.You'll regret it.*The authors strongly suggest
you read the forward to this book before you go any further. This is
the first book in a trilogy with strong, sometimes dislikable
characters in a world where few people are as they seem and love comes
at a cost not everyone is willing to pay.*

Forgotten God
Sheds light on the odd but surprisingly common disorders of
personality. Psychologists Johnson and Murray tell us why so many of
us are attracted to personality disordered partners, and offer
strategies for detecting and avoiding such potential disasters. They
also offer hope for readers already in committed relationships with
personality-impaired partners, with healthy survival strategies and
tips for making the relationship more livable.

Crazy Love
Christians are called to be thankful. What we believe about God is
evident in how we exhibit thankfulness for all he has done. In this
book, pastor Sam Crabtree encourages us to express glad-hearted
thankfulness for God’s unending provision in all circumstances.
Through the daily practices of expressing gratitude—saying “thank you”
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to a neighbor, serving others in practical ways, or simply thanking
God for his many gifts—we recognize the absolute and total lordship of
God and his sovereignty over all things.

The Francis Chan Collection
Through bold and innovative language, a strong female narrative
explores the world and provides a voice for those who have been
silenced in this empowering and inspirational collection of poetry.
Examining a wide range of topics--love, spirituality, nature, and
family--the poems give particular focus to politics, discussing how
the actions of the government affect individuals on a daily basis.
Filled with natural imagery and speckled with traces of the author’s
Russian, Swedish, and American heritage, this fresh compilation dares
to take risks and ultimately offers hope and inspiration to people
from all walks of life.

This Crazy Love
From New York Times Best-Selling author Francis Chan comes fresh
insight into the love of God. Chan’s new thoughts and reflections on
God’s love in Living Crazy Love allows the book to stand alone or be
used as a companion to Crazy Love. This ten-week in-depth study of
God’s character helps readers embrace God’s intense, relentless love
and watch that love transform every aspect of their being. Designed
for individuals or small groups, this study includes weekend retreat
options and tips for small group leaders. However readers choose to
use this book, Francis Chan’s thought-provoking teaching will help
them pursue God as they never have before, digging deep into their
thoughts and beliefs about the love of God and how that love should
impact their lives.After all, the spiritual journey is about so much
more than what Christians have made it to be—and once they truly
encounter God’s love, they will never be the same.

Crazy Love
If everyone wants to say I'm trippin', well, that's their problem. . .
If you saw my boo Sincere, you'd totally understand why I've dropped
everything--even my besties--to be with him 24/7. After all, what girl
wouldn't do whatever it takes to show her first-ever boyfriend she's
all he could ever want? I know I'm a prize, but relationships are
tough enough when you're just a high school senior, so I've really had
to up my game to keep a college freshman like Sincere interested. And
if that means hacking his cell and following him everywhere, I'm down.
Because I just know what we have is for always. And I'm going to prove
it, no matter how far I have to go. . . "Hot and poppin' with drama
and life lessons. The world of teen lit has never seen anything like
this before!"--Ni-Ni Simone Amir Abrams is a regular dude with a
dream. Born in Brooklyn, Amir has a thing for fresh kicks, fly whips,
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and all things Polo. For Amir, writing teen fiction was never
something he imagined himself doing until he started working with NiNi Simone on Hollywood High. Now, he's amped about the endless
possibilities. Amir hopes to be an inspiration to others and is
determined to make a difference in the lives of teens everywhere.

Crazy Love
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Because I just know what we have is for always. And I'm going to prove
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and life lessons. The world of teen lit has never seen anything like
this before!"--Ni-Ni Simone Amir Abrams is a regular dude with a
dream. Born in Brooklyn, Amir has a thing for fresh kicks, fly whips,
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Crazy Love
A swoon-worthy romance from USA Today Bestselling Author J.H. Croix!
Rule #1: Do not fall for your brother’s best friend. Rule # 2:
Absolutely do not fall for your brother’s best friend. Rule # 3: Don’t
break the rules. Shay Jackson Stone is hot—like burn-down-buildings
kind of hot. He’s also my brother’s best friend, and the memory of one
kiss with him years ago still might get to me. Maybe. But, I am not
looking for a second chance. When I return to the small town of Stolen
Hearts Valley, my life is a hot mess. I’m a few bucks shy of broke
with nowhere else to go. My heart’s battered and bruised, and when it
comes to romance, the door is nailed shut. But Jackson’s the kind of
man women ruin panties over. Oh, and he's my roommate. Talk about too
close for comfort. When I’m at my most vulnerable, he pulls that whole
knight-in-shining-armor thing. What can I say? He’s d*mn near
impossible to resist. Jackson Shay Martin is my best friend’s little
sister. And she’s so hot she nearly sets me on fire. She’s a walking
complication, and I don’t do complications. But I can’t seem to stay
away from her. It doesn't help that her bedroom is across the hall
from mine. Every look, every kiss, every touch nearly brings me to my
knees. I can’t keep my balance, much less think. Before I know it,
I’ll do anything for her. Complications be d*mned. *This is a fulllength standalone romance with a guaranteed happily-ever-after.
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Keywords: Small town contemporary romance series, firefighter friends
frenemies to lovers, wilderness vacation travel

Crazy Love You
"'Percy Jackson for Romance fans.' Delightful."—RT Book Reviews
Forewords When a single arrow inspires romance, can you really trust
happily ever after? In this magical rom-com, the descendants of Greek
mythology must learn to live and love in a mundane world where
Aphrodite's blessing can sure feel like a real pain in the quiver.
Eliza Herman (a.k.a. The World's Worst Cupid) has spent her entire
life carefully avoiding her calling as a Descendant of Eros. After
all, happily-ever-afters are nothing but a myth. But when a family
crisis requires her to fill in at the local Cupid-for-hire shop, Eliza
finds herself enchanting couples under the watchful eye of her
assigned mentor, Jake Sandersthe one man she could never get out of
her head. Before long, Eliza is rethinking her stance on romance—until
things start going terribly wrong with her enchantments. Now Eliza and
Jake must fight to unravel a conspiracy that could destroy thousands
of relationships, including their ownand spell the end of Love itself.
No pressure, right?

Crazy Love
Knocked Up
In the name of the Father, the Son, and the Holy Spirit. We pray in
the name of all three, but how often do we live with an awareness of
only the first two? As Jesus ascended into heaven, He promised to send
the Holy Spirit—the Helper—so that we could be true and living
witnesses for Christ. Unfortunately, today's church has admired the
gift but neglected to open it. Breakthrough author Francis Chan rips
away paper and bows to get at the true source of the church's
power—the Holy Spirit. Chan contends that we've ignored the Spirit for
far too long, and we are reaping the disastrous results. Thorough
scriptural support and compelling narrative form Chan's invitation to
stop and remember the One we've forgotten, the Spirit of the living
God.

Crazy Love
"'How MUCH is the crazy-much love?' This simple question is answered
as two parents recount the journey of adopting their daughter and the
many milestone moments that follow. From the child's first bath and
first time riding a tricycle, all the way to her boarding that big
yellow bus, the crazy-much love grows SO MUCH that it spills out the
windows and busts down the doors. A warm, lyrical celebration of the
deep love parents hold for their children, and a comforting message
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for kids about how there can be only one special YOU."--Provided by
publisher.

Crazy Love
Growing up on his parents’ ranch in North San Diego County, Victor
Villaseñor’s teenage years were marked by a painful quest to find a
place for himself in a world he did not fit into. Discriminated due to
his Mexican heritage, Victor questions the tenets of his faith and the
restrictions it places on his own spirituality and sexuality.
Ultimately, his search for identity takes him to Mexico to learn of
his family’s roots, where he soon discovers that his heritage doesn’t
determine his intelligence or success. Through this often humorous and
poignant tale, Victor deftly undermines the macho stereotype so often
associated with Latinos, while exposing the tender vulnerability and
naïveté of a young man grappling with the roles foisted on him by the
church and society. Victor’s youthful misadventures elicit sympathy,
laughter, and tears as he attempts to divine the mysteries of the
opposite sex in this powerful, revealing memoir. “The clarity that
comes from Villaseñor’s personal and cultural experience is not
matched in any of Steinbeck’s major works” (Los Angeles Times).

Crazy Love
Determined to hold on to her virtue until she is married, high school
senior Mary Jane finds it nearly impossible when the cutest boy in
school, Jackson House, begins to flirt with her and her very first
love begins to bloom. Reprint.

Crazy, Stupid Love
Amy has a fairy tale life planned out for herself. The only problem is
life has an entirely different plan for her. Amy is about to graduate
from high school and is a few months shy of her eighteenth birthday.
She is planning to attend State in the fall, with her boyfriend Mitch,
and has her life all planned out. The only problem is that life has an
entirely different plan for her. A story of one girl and what happens
when she graduates high school. Excerpt: Dragging my feet as I walk, I
leave my room and head downstairs to face the firing squad. I step
into the kitchen and my parents stop mid sentence and look at me. It’s
a weird feeling, almost like I’m a toy that is being inspected for
faults. They are trying to decide if I pass and get to move on with my
existence or I fail and get tossed to the bottom of a trash bin. Dad
motions for me to take a seat across the table from him. My mom gets
up and stands at the sink, looking out the window. I can already tell
this isn’t going to be good. I hang my head and wait for it to begin.
“Where were you?” I swallow and turn to my dad. He looks disappointed,
but compared to the look on my mother’s face, he looks calm and
collected. I shouldn’t be surprised, he’s always been the one who
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steadies the ship when the waves start. “I… I went to Mitch’s house.”
My mom starts to cry. I instantly feel bad, even though I’m not sure
why my sneaking out would cause her to be upset emotionally. I get
that she’s mad, however, this is not the response I was expecting. Why
would me going to Mitch’s house make her cry? It really makes no
sense. My dad lets out a deep sigh and drums his fingers on the table.
“What were you doing there?” I wrestle with telling them the truth.
They are going to be pissed either way. Maybe I should just tell them
about State. I take a deep breath and ready myself, emotionally, to
deal with the slew of questions and judgment that is sure to follow.
Series Keywords: YA series, coming of age series, free YA romance,
high school romance.

A Crazy-Much Love
First comes love. Then comes marriage. Then comes baby in a baby
carriage. Just not necessarily in that order. . . . Braxton: I should
probably be dead or in jail right now. Instead, thanks to some tough
love, I worked my ass off and now I own a string of tattoo parlors
throughout the Pacific Northwest. And yet the one thing I’ve always
wanted—a family—still seems out of reach. When my best friend gets
married, I’m just hoping to blow off some steam with the super-hot
maid of honor. But after Cara Thompson tracks me down to tell me she’s
pregnant, she’s more surprised than I am when I tell her I’m all in.
Cara: For the first time in my life, I’m living for myself—not for my
parents and their ridiculous expectations. I gave up on my MBA,
dropped out of the Ivy League, and moved to Portland to pursue my
dream of becoming an artist. And what’s the first thing I do? Get
knocked up. For a tatted-up sex god, Braxton Henley seems way too
eager to “be there for me.” Is this guy serious? Maybe. He sure is
patient. Because he won’t back down until I admit what I know in my
heart: that our one night stand might’ve led me to the one. Praise for
Knocked Up “Stacey Lynn always knows how to perfectly balance sexy and
sweet, and has a modern writing style that makes all of her stories
feel fresh and fun.”—New York Times bestselling author Lauren Layne “A
broody alpha hero with heart . . . I fell madly in love with Braxton
from the very first page. Prepare to pull an all-nighter with Knocked
Up.”—USA Today bestselling author Stacey Kennedy “Knocked Up is secretbaby trope perfection! Loved the very sexy, overprotective Braxton. A
great read!”—Wendy S. Marcus, author of All I Need Is You “Braxton is
your ultimate tattooed father-to-be—sweet and ever so sexy.”—Stina
Lindenblatt, author of the Pushing Limits series The steamy standalone
novels in Stacey Lynn’s Crazy Love series can be read together or
separately: FAKE WIFE | KNOCKED UP And don’t miss her passionate
Fireside series: HIS TO LOVE | HIS TO PROTECT | HIS TO CHERISH | HIS
TO SEDUCE This standalone ebook includes an excerpt from another
Loveswept title.

Crazy Love
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Revised & Updated Edition! God is love. Crazy, relentless, allpowerful love. Have you ever wondered if we're missing it? It's crazy,
if you think about it. The God of the universe—the Creator of nitrogen
and pine needles, galaxies and E-minor—loves us with a radical,
unconditional, self-sacrificing love. And what is our typical
response? We go to church, sing songs, and try not to cuss. Whether
you've verbalized it yet or not, we all know something's wrong. Does
something deep inside your heart long to break free from the status
quo? Are you hungry for an authentic faith that addresses the problems
of our world with tangible, even radical, solutions? God is calling
you to a passionate love relationship with Himself. Because the answer
to religious complacency isn't working harder at a list of do's and
don'ts—it's falling in love with God. And once you encounter His love,
as Francis describes it, you will never be the same. Because when
you're wildly in love with someone, it changes everything. Learn more
about Crazy Love at www.crazylovebook.com.

Crazy Stupid Love
I want him. Unlike I have ever wanted anything before in my entire
life. I knew it from the very moment his eyes met mine; the way my
skin burned under his dark gaze. I knew nothing would ever be the same
again. Decklan Taylor isn't just tempting, he's dangerous; a storm
that destroys everything in his wake. But even as I stand in the path
of his force I can't turn away. While he may be the very thing that
breaks me, he's also the only thing that has ever made me feel alive.
Crazy Stupid Love is the first of three standalone novels in the Crazy
Love Series.

Crazy Love / Forgotten God 2 in 1 Custom Project
Daniel has made a fortune developing computer applications. When his
best friend asks him to test a new app that's going to take the world
by storm, he reluctantly agrees. As soon as the Crazy Love app matches
him with Holly Miller he knows the project is doomed.
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